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Family planning is the most fundamental way we can meet global pressures,
enabling women to play a full role in a world with a sustainable population.
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Step by Step
THE PATH TO FAMILY PLANNING AS A BASIC HUMAN
RIGHT
Fifty years ago, on 13 May 1968, it became official: The world
declared family planning to be a basic human right.
Throughout all of human history, efforts to plan, avoid or
delay pregnancy had been a private struggle endured by
women and girls. But at the 1968 International Conference on
Human Rights, family planning became a human rights
obligation of every country, government and policymaker.
The conference’s outcome document, known as the Teheran
Proclamation, stated unequivocally: “Parents have a basic
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"It is nearly 25 years
since the famous Feed
The World campaign
began in Ethiopia, and
in that time Ethiopia's
population has grown
from 33.5 million to 78+
million today."

human right to determine freely and responsibly the number
and spacing of their children” - Article 16.
Embedded in this legislative language was a game-changing
realisation: Women and girls have the right to avoid the
exhaustion, depletion and danger of too many pregnancies,
too close together. Men and women have the right to choose
when and how often to embrace parenthood – if at all. Every
individual has the human right to determine the direction and
scope of his or her future in this fundamental way.
[UNFPA, 13/5/18, Mothers’ Day]

The Backstep
A bitter and sad essay “Elephant in the
World” by Kevin Myers was forwarded
to WPF with the covering comment,
“Birth Control is the Answer”. The pity is
that Kevin Myers does not seem, in The
Irish Independent, to have heard yet of
contraception, surely an ease to his
suspicion of peoples he seems to blame
for proliferation. Excerpts:
“It is nearly 25 years since the famous Feed
The World campaign began in Ethiopia,
and in that time Ethiopia's population has
grown from 33.5 million to 78+ million
today. So, why on earth should I do
anything to encourage further catastrophic
demographic growth in that country?
Where is the logic? There is none.
To be sure, there are two things saying
that logic doesn't count. One is my
conscience, and the other is the picture,
yet again, of another wide-eyed child, yet
again, gazing, yet again, at the camera,
which yet again, captures the tragedy of

Photo: Roy c. Wilkins (USA) addressing the Plenary Meeting.

children starving."
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The Backstep

Step Forward

CONTINUED

CATHOLICS BY CHOICE

Sorry. I have been to Ethiopia; like most

The latest issue of Conscience magazine takes an in-depth

of you, I have stumped up the loot to

look at 50 years of Humanae Vitae, the encyclical that

charities to stop starvation there. The

entrenched the Vatican ban on contraception. Begun as a

wide-eyed boy-child we saved, 20 years

theological debate, Humanae Vitae has has gone on to shape

or so ago, is now siring children and

public policy decisions over half a century on birth control

blaming the world because he is

and HIV/AIDS relief—decisions that impact everyday people at

uneducated, poor and left behind.

home and abroad.

Meanwhile, Africa's peoples are
outstripping their resources and causing

Whether you’re fighting the Global Gag Rule and efforts to

catastrophic ecological degradation.

curtail family planning or are concerned about HIV/AIDS
prevention in global development, this issue has important

By 2050, the population of Ethiopia will

insights for your work. It sheds light on Humanae Vitae and

be 177 million; the equivalent of France,

its impact today, including:

Germany and Benelux today, but
located on the parched and increasingly

▸ The true story behind the Vatican birth control commission.

Protein-free wastelands of the Great Rift

Made up of clergy and lay people, the commission voted

Valley. How much morality is there in

overwhelmingly in favour of allowing Catholics to use birth

saving an Ethiopian child from

control. Yet in 1968 Pope Paul VI ignored its

starvation today, for it to survive to a life

recommendations and upheld the ban.

of brutal circumcision, poverty, hunger,

▸ Humanae Vitae’s real world implications on US [and other]

violence and sexual abuse, resulting in

health policies. The Catholic hierarchy insists on imposing the

another half-dozen such wide-eyed

ban on Catholics and non-Catholics alike by seeking religious

children? Of course, it might make you

refusals to birth control coverage under the Affordable Care

feel better, which is a prime reason for

Act, denying reproductive services in Catholic owned or

so much charity!

affiliated healthcare facilities and other means.
▸ The ban’s damning impact on the world’s most vulnerable

But that is not good enough!

people. The Catholic hierarchy has lobbied so Faith-Based
Organisations do not have to provide condoms as part of
HIV/AIDS prevention and continues to pressure donors and
developing countries reliant on foreign assistance to deny
birth control and condoms to their citizens.
In advance of the anniversary on July 25, Catholics for Choice
will release a full report on Humanae Vitae’s implications on
domestic and global health policies. As the hierarchy sets out
to “celebrate” 50 years of Humanae Vitae, we hope this issue
sheds light on the real damage done by the encyclical that
closed off the hierarchy from the lived reality of so many
Catholics and non-Catholics they serve.

Photo: Pope Paul VI, source
Conscience Magazine.
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WPF Grants
TO 5 OVERSEAS AID ORGANISATIONS
Grants for FY 2019 have been awarded to:
Australian Doctors International
CARE Australia
ChildFund Australia
Marie Stopes Australia International
Save the Children Australia.
The funds will support family planning programs in PNG,
Cambodia, Lao and Timor Leste, with increasing focus on
young people. The NGOs train local health service providers
in modern methods of contraception, run education sessions
about modern contraception and provide contraceptives.
WPF values the sensitivity of the NGOs in local cultures,
engaging with men as well as women and girls.
Photo: Australian Doctors International

Raid on Aid
BY WENDY WILLIAMS, FROM PRO BONO 9 MAY, 2018
This year’s Federal Budget has maintained the freeze put in place last year on future aid increases
despite being on track to deliver a surplus. It marks a total aid spending of $4.16 billion in 2018/19
or just 0.23 per cent of national income.
According to Australian aid organisations, following years of consecutive cuts, the government’s aid
spend is now on track to decline to just 19 cents in every $100 of gross national income by 2021-22.
Nigel Spence, CEO of ChildFund Australia [Symposium speaker, see p. 8], said it was “deeply
disappointing” to witness the aid program being reduced to its lowest level in history. It is an
indictment of how little value we place on what is one of Australia’s most important strategic assets,”
Spence said. “Australian aid not only improves conditions for some of the world’s poorest children
and families, but it also serves our national interests by fostering inclusive economic growth,
creating new trading markets, countering instability and reducing conflict in our region.”
While Aid for the Pacific was increased to $1.3 billion equating to 30 per cent of the overall aid
budget, the undersea communications cable linking the Solomon Islands and PNG to Australia (two
thirds of which Australia will pay) will come out of poverty programs for Indonesia, Cambodia and
multilateral funding, according to Marc Purcell, CEO of the Australian Council For International
Development.
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Singing From The Same Song Sheet
THE FP2020 REPORT AND WOMEN DELIVER 2019 CONFERENCE ARE PRESENTING SIMILAR
MESSAGING AROUND FAMILY PLANNING AND ITS IMPACT.
SOUND BITES from the FAMILYPLANNING2020 Report

"In an era of mounting global uncertainty, the mission of FP2020 remains as
pertinent and compelling as ever. Every woman and girl must be able to exercise
her basic human right to control her own reproductive health. Access to safe,
voluntary family planning is fundamental to women’s empowerment. It’s also
fundamental to achieving our global goals for a healthier, more prosperous, just,
and equitable world. Rights-based family planning programs have a greater ripple
effect than almost any other development investment, from saving lives and
improving health to strengthening economies, transforming societies, and lifting
entire countries out of poverty. It is the surest path to the future we want."
“Cultural attitudes are one of the most important factors in

Most FP2020 countries are in the

determining whether women and girls can exercise their right

early stages of the transition.

to use family planning. In some countries there is a lack of

Mortality rates have fallen

good information about contraception, and often an

significantly —especially infant

abundance of harmful misinformation. Many cultures place a

mortality—but fertility rates are still

premium on large families and frequent childbearing.

high. The result is rapid. This rising

Restrictions on women’s rights, and notions that it is

generation of young people

somehow wrong for women to plan their families, are serious

represents a tremendous

barriers—as are beliefs that adolescents and young people

opportunity. If they choose to have

should not have access to sexual and reproductive

fewer children than their parents and

information and services.

grandparents did, that will unlock the
possibility of a demographic dividend:

This is why social and behaviour change (SBC) is an essential

the burst of economic growth that can

element of a successful family planning program... helping to

happen when the ratio of working

publicly open the dialogue about family planning, improving

adults to dependent children in-

public knowledge about methods and access points, and

creases. With fewer dependents to

bringing family planning discussion into everyday life.

support, a country has a window of
opportunity for rapid economic

Nearly every country commitment at the Summit included a

growth if the right investments in

focus on meeting the needs of adolescents and youth. And

health, education, and jobs are

the commitments are clearer, more actionable, and more

made.” Family Planning 2020 aims to

trackable than ever before. For many countries, the long-term

expand access to family planning

prospects for a more prosperous future are linked with the

information, services, and supplies to

demographic transition: the shift from high rates of mortality

an additional 120 million women and

and fertility to low rates.

girls in 69 of the world’s poorest
countries by 2020.”
progress.familyplanning2020.org/en
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Singing From The Same Song Sheet
CONTINUED

WomenDeliver 2019 CONFERENCE,
excerpt wd2019.org

"Despite the crippling Global Gag rule and the negative
effects of overseas aid aid cuts, efforts to predict efforts to
predict and prepare are moving ahead around the globe on
many fronts. Key areas are 1) growing recognition of the
need to reach adolescents earlier, and 2) recognition of the
special needs of the increasing number of women in crisis
situations.

Sue Funnell,
WPF Evaluation

To promote the issue of providing contraception for women in

Adaptation and Vulnerability”

crisis situations, WPF Evaluation specialist Sue Funnell has

concluded that “meeting the need for

prepared a proposal for the Women-Deliver Conference 2019.

family planning in areas with both high

The WPF proposal seeks to obtain more information about

fertility and high vulnerability to climate

what is being done and what works in crisis situations. It is

change can reduce human suffering and

possible that much could be gained by planning ahead for

help people adapt to climate change”.

resilience and services.
This is strategic aid at its best.
WPF highlights Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH) services

Population Action International Media

in developing countries in the Asia-Pacific Region, focusing on

Toolkit on IPCC 2014 report,

contraception as a vital means of addressing the rights of

populationaction.org.

women and girls with cascading effects on health, education,
poverty reduction and sustainability. [see pp. for WPF grants
to NGOs for 2018/19]

WPF notes that none of the example
countries in FP2020 plans is in our region.
Papua New Guinea, Timor Leste and

Why the Asia Pacific?

Cambodia are virtually invisible from the

“The Asia Pacific region is the most disaster prone area in the

other side of the world. These countries

world and faces recur-rent natural and man-made disasters,

haven’t made a commitment, except Lao.

conflict and complex emergencies” and “Climate change is a
significant challenge, with countries in the Asia Pacific region
increasingly facing more severe droughts, more frequent and
intense storms, more devastating floods, fires and landslides,

While we can be proud that Australia is a
commitment-making donor country, it is
disappointing to see how low the annual
funding Australian government is now
($14.9m in 2016, down one third since

fuelled by volatile and erratic weather patterns.” Responding to

2013) especially when compared with

Emergencies across Asia and the Pacific, page 5.

other small countries (e.g

Moreover, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in its report “Climate Change 2014: Impacts,

Netherlands $183.1m, Sweden $92.5m
and Denmark $30.7m) that are remote
from the most needy regions.

womendeliver.org/conference/2019-conference/
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Fundraising Event Highlights
LITERARY LUNCH, APRIL 6TH
Our first Literary Lunch was a resounding success with
Victorian author, Cate Kennedy, speaking to a rapt audience.
After lunch on the veranda of the Woollahra Sailing Club, we
listened to the essence of storying. Thanks to Lina Safro for
event creation, and to Pauline, Anni, Ros, Juju, Joanne, Lynne
and all who crafted and hefted lunch up onto the balcony for
a beautiful summery day of conviviality.
Cate explained the effect her work in Mexico had on her:
“Living and working as a volunteer in a community
development project changed my life so much that when I
returned home I felt I just had to stir myself out of my
customary reticence about putting myself out there beyond
talking with friends round the dinner table, and tell some of
those stories. It wasn’t literary ambition that made me do
this, or a desire for fame or fortune (which is just as well). It
was because I had been moved. Shifted. Recalibrated. Life
had given me a jolt, and the only way to make people
understand this was try to give them the same jolt. What a
clarifying feeling that was! It burns away your fear of looking
ridiculous, of drawing attention to yourself, of fearing you
have no talent, your basic stage fright. My urge to
communicate that jolt overrode my fear of standing up and
telling it.”

Cate’s intensity and caring are expressed
with perception and honesty, clarifying
realisations. Many of Cate’s awardwinning stories take us into the interior
voices and experiences of Australian
women in rural settings, monologues
veering towards the edge of personal
survival, with persistence and resilience.
Cate’s voicing of enduring Australian
characters rings true. A packed audience
was both grateful and delighted that Cate
donated her talent and time to WPF.

BRIDGE & MAHJONG DAY, APRIL 19TH
Our thanks to graciously generous hostess, Marian Moufarrige for another
superb day. And thanks to the wonderful Meg Milne, Pauline, Ros, Gloria Jenkyn
and the many who provide WPF delicacies for lunch in the garden. Mahjong was
played upstairs, overlooking the Lane Cove River, and one enterprising table
from the Bridge section downstairs even moved outside. Alice’s welcoming talk
praised the players, admiring brainpower at play, strategising, tracking, planning
and coding bids. “Our brainpower is good for much more than old patriarchal
ideas of women’s roles. More women in decision-making positions improves the
future of our species, civilising rather than just increasing numerically. Thank
you for your supporting Women’s Plans Foundation’s efforts to help in southeast
Asia, the counterparts of our children and grandchildren to grow to adulthood in
a sustainable, renewable, generous and law-abiding world.”
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Upcoming Event
CHANGING THE CLIMATE|Smart Overseas Aid
12.00pm - 2.30pm, Thursday 2 August
State Library of NSW, Macquarie Room
$60 pp standard ticket
$30 for students and health care workers
Light lunch is included.
Book now, limited places available.
womensplans.org/support/womens-plansfoundation-events

Join us for
The Women's Plan
Foundation Symposium
as we discuss with keynote
speakers the impact that
family planning solutions
deliver as part of overseas
aid.

Conceptions of Health &
Contraception in PNG

Aid at its Best:
Planning for Children

Risk – Do we want to
know in time?

DR PENNY UTHER, BMed
Med FRACP, is currently
volunteering as a Medical
Officer on remote Health
Patrols with Australian
Doctors International
(ADI) on a 6-month
placement in Kavieng,
New Ireland, PNG.

NIGEL SPENCE is CEO of
ChildFund Australia, noted
international development organisation, and
is Vice President of ACFID
(Australian Council for
International
Development), which
undertakes policy and
advocacy and administers
the industry’s Code of
Conduct.

GRAHAM WOOD
President (NSW)
Sustainable Population
Australia, Avionics Design
Engineer — RAAF with a
Commercial Pilot’s
Licence brings his
experience as an
engineer to risk analysis,
comparing sci-entific
evaluation of risk with
levels of analysis at
political and social
controversies.

Photo: Dr Uther with
Australian Foreign Minister,
Julie Bishop

Events are an important way that Women’s Plans Foundation reaches out to more people in
our local community and raises funds for the overseas programs that WPF funds. Through
events, we can spread the word about the value of family planning especially in Asia Pacific
and African regions. A variety of events are held to engage a range of ages and interests.
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Annual Giving
SUPPORT THE WOMEN’S PLANS FOUNDATION
WITH A MAJOR DONATION THIS FINANCIAL YEAR

Donations to the WPF Trust Fund are tax deductible and ever more important as the world
population grows and climate crises impact. The Women’s Plans Foundation and many beneficiaries
appreciate your generosity most sincerely. The Women’s Plans Foundation will make grants of
$110,000 for program delivery in FY 2019. This is divided among family planning programs in PNG,
East Timor, Cambodia and Laos [see p. 1]. We can share empathy and give meaningful support to
link cultures and nations. This is thanks to your generosity in adding to the WPF Trust Fund.
DIRECTORS
Carolyn Blanden, Joanne Epp PhD, Don Hunton, Pauline Markwell, Anya Poukchanski,
Alice Oppen OAM, Dr. Lina Safro, OBSERVER: Lisa Harries
EVENTS COMMITTEE: Ros Espie, Jenny Hall, Jeannette Kalek, Anni Macdougall, Pauline Markwell,
Margaret Milne, Alice Oppen OAM, Trish Procter, Helen Sheffer
DEVELOPMENT: Pauline Markwell EVALUATION: Sue Funnell ADMINISTRATION: Liz van Hooven
Women’s Plans Foundation, ABN 64-823-197-874, ACN 608 291 630
3 Madeline St., Hunter’s Hill, NSW 2110.

BOOKINGS & DONATIONS

Donate online at
womensplans.org/support/donate-to-wpf
Name................................................................................

Tel...................................................

DONATION $...................................
SYMPOSIUM BOOKING
No. persons @$60.............................................................

Total $...........................................

No. persons @$30 (student/healthcare worker)........... Total $...........................................
Cash □ Cheque □ Credit Card□

Master Card □

Visa □

PayPal□

Card Number: .................................................................... Exp: ..................

CVC: ..................

Signature: ....................................................................
Email: .............................................................................................................................................
Address (for tax receipt)...............................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
Women’s Plans Foundation, 3 Madeline Street, Hunter’s Hill, NSW 2110
www.womensplans.org
WomensPlansFoundation@bigpond.com, ABN 64-823-197-874

